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Every small girl's graduation from diapers to the potty is constantly a very important
moment--and someone to make both parents and toddlers proud! In The Potty Reserve,
Hannah will need her diapers changed so she can venture out and play. After that mom and
dad buying a big box, and Hannah is normally anxious to open it up and discover what's
inside. Girls will enjoy looking at the pictures and having the tale read to them. In order that at
last, are going to able to say--"I'm off the potty! This gentle and humorous little tale is
charmingly illustrated and informed in verse. No, it's a potty--which means that it's period for
Hannah to graduate from her diapers. Is it a rocking chair? On the other hand, they'll start
getting the idea that it is time to allow them to grow up, exactly like Hannah. A bed for
Teddy?"
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Good Reserve, but know when to retire it. My daughter actually loved this Potty Training
reserve and we kept it in her publication rotation to help her master the complexities of using
the bathroom. We finished up purchasing five books total, including this one for our daughter
and  It's cute, has fun photos and it gives the fundamentals about potty training. After that
something happened that got this book (and all other potty books) pulled from the rotation
and sent to Goodwill. There is a section in the publication where the main character comes
with an accident and the parents insist calmly that its Fine. My granddaughter loves to be
browse to. My girl was bending the web pages within a few seconds of viewing the reserve.
Later that time, she had a major accident in her underwear for the very first time in months. I
didn't think too much about any of it until that night time, when she refused to use the potty
before bed because she could just pee in her pull-up and it will be Alright. The similarity of her
statement to the Potty Book struck me as I told my daughter that the pull up was "just-in-case"
and that she should always try to utilize the potty if she seems the urge. For several nights in a
row, my girl fought using the potty stating that she might use her night time pullup.In hindsight,
although my daughter quoted it during her accidents, this type of book is not really to blame,
but rather our continued use of it well after my daughter was potty trained. After our third
"accident" followed by my daughter's insistence that it was Okay, I determined that
coincidence or not, the Potty Publication for women was fired. Personally i think bad for the
author, that her function was cheated by another author! I asked whether she had read the
Potty Book to her that time; A couple of days later, my wife called me at the job to state that
my child deliberately peed her slacks and that later on, she explained to my wife that it had
been OK. I gave this reserve four stars because despite the fact that I believe it helped a bit,
my daughter barely used it after a few months. it's OK if you have a major accident and try
next time. The reserve is 32 pages long and is printed on solid, glossy paper. Again, probably
I'm being as well picky but those two things bothered me a little.With that small anecdotal tale
as a warning, I would recommend this book. Best potty book in Amazon! She is showing more
interest in using the potty. This Book is Cute and Slightly Helpful but Offers Some Poor Grammar
Over this past year, our boy/young lady twins started showing some interest in the potty so we
bought them some potties to get started. We didn't have much success and I discovered that
books could be beneficial therefore i searched on right here. This publication was published in
2000, before "A Potty FOR ME PERSONALLY" by Karen Katz, that was published in 2005. The
narrative is normally light and whimsical and it targets a low pressure approach to removing
the diapers and draw ups and graduating to underwear. It appears as if Karen Katz copied
almost everything from this book, but this book is much better in my opinion. If you are baby is
showing awareness of their pee/poop but isn't making the bond to the potty, I recommend this
book plus a baby doll that pees real water and some little YouTube videos.The Potty
Publication for Girls is a lovely book that tells the tale of Hannah, a little young lady and her
teddy bear, Teddy. This would be nice for a three or four 4 year previous, I can't really state its
a bad product, I just desire I acquired known it wasn't for younger kids. The story continues on
to describe her studying the potty, with the casual and expected incident and is informed in a
sing-song rhyming way by Hannah herself. I would offer that once my girl had started to ask for
the potty on her behalf own without the prompting, we should have taken out ALL potty
training books from her collection to eliminate the potential of offering her a combined
message. The biggest issue is that the web pages are regular paper rather than the thick web
pages utilized for toddlers.From the five books we purchased, I'd say that one and The Potty
Publication for Boys were both books my twins asked for the most. The books are pretty but I



had a few problems with them. As a previous English major, I noticed a few spots where there is
poor grammar, in particular towards the end when Hannah says "like me and Teddy perform.
cute story my child loves this book Good book My child loves it. She loves this one best.
Correct me if I'm wrong but I know my children did those things when they had been in diapers.
Many potty training books explain that incidents will happen and unfortunately for us, my child
became focused on this idea over the course of a few weeks. My 2 year old loves this reserve
and I definitely feel it helped with her potty schooling. My daughter's regression was influenced
by a sentiment within many potty training books; My kids started potty training a little later
therefore, by the time they started using the potty, they weren't thinking about this book. Still, it
had been my daughter's favorite out of the many we bought and I believe it helped a
bit.Once my child graduated to underwear during the daytime, we moved the Potty
Publication in to the bathroom and we would browse it to her while she did her business. If you
are searching for a potty teaching book for your litttle lady, my daughter asked because of
this one more than the others and Personally i think it's decent but we hardly ever found one
which we loved. Not for 2 calendar year olds I bought this book for my two year old but it is
actually more for a mature child (it talks about the kid dressing themselves and waking up to
utilize the potty by themselves each morning). It's a hardcover publication with cute, colorful
pictures and measures 6 1/2 inches by 6 1/2 ins.For reasons uknown, my daughter repeated
this area of the book to me one day while we were in the bathroom. Hannah describes how she
gets prepared in the morning, which include getting her diaper transformed, but she begins to
question if she should use the potty instead. I recommend this book plus a baby doll that pees
... This book (along with a potty training baby doll) really helped my 23 month old understand
the idea of peeing in the potty.for our boy. My recently 18m aged prefers Potty by Leslie
patricelli - it is even more concise and simpler illustrations. great book for potty training My
toddler woman loves this book. This is by far the very best potty book we've purchased for our
girl, and we've purchased almost every potty book on Amazon. There is a stage where Hannah
says she can "run and leap and play" immediately after her first time heading potty. There are
so many books out there for potty schooling and it was hard to decide but I saw this one and
wanted to get it as the writer also wrote the Biscuit books, which my kids love.The Potty
Reserve: For Males  she had. Love an excellent potty book Love an excellent potty publication,
but this just appears to have a lot of unneeded fillers like wondering what is in the container
her mother has, hypothesizing what maybe it's, phoning grandma, etc. It might use more
webpages where she is sitting on the potty or even more simple webpages of the actions to
go potty. Because it is lengthy it could be more ideal for a mature toddler 2+ who is potty
schooling. Easy peasy. great for potty training!General, I'm glad I found a book my girl could
enjoy while she was learning how exactly to go on the potty. Absolutely Adorable! Absolutely
Adorable! Great buy and delivery Arrived promptly and was best to the disruption of the
merchandise." Perhaps it's simply me and that won't bother a lot of people but that bugged me
a little bit.. Awesome Awesome Fast shipping Great product. Seemed harmless. Cute book Cute
story
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